
BLXSERIES 

High Power 1.400W, 
Self-Powered Class D, 
DSP Controlled,  
Omni-Directional Sub 
Bass Cabinet 

BLX-L118SWA 



BLX-L118SWA 

ACTIVE OMNI SUB BASS CABINET 

The line source cabinets BLX-L112A & BLX-118SWA has been designed for both touring and permanent 
installations. The BLX-L112A units can be flown either horizontally or vertically, from a single element to a 
combination of a maximum of four cabinets in array.  
 
The BLX-L112A is a high output, two way, full-range constant curvature line array element. This powered 
cabinet (Class D switch mode power supply) is intended as a flexible solution for both fixed installations and 
touring, specially for small to mid size venues where wide coverage is required from as few line array elements 
as possible. 
 
The power module integrates 1.400W Class D amplifier with a DSP which optimize all the system and 
provides total protection with maximum efficiency. Our HF Multidriver Waveguide system delivers 100ºH x 
18ºV precise coverage for a multitude of installations. Since the cabinet has a vertical coverage of 18º, line 
arrays with 4 cabinets offer 72º in the vertical plane. Thanks to its careful construction it can also be installed for 
symmetrical HF dispersion. 
 
Built-in rigging hardware in combination with a wide range of accessories provide the mounting solution for a 
multitude of applications. 
 
 
Amplification & DSP  
The BLX-L112A & BLX-118SWA cabinets include class D  
amplification, with switching power supply and 1.400W  
of amplification each.  
 
The integrated amplification far exceeds the transducers’  
needs thus resulting in high output, high damping factor  
and extremely low levels of distortion. The BLX series are  
designed to offer quick and easy set-ups with no need for  
external amplification racks. 
 
The BLX cabinets are controlled by the latest generation  
of Digital Signal Processing with a DSP integrated in to  
each cabinet.  
 
This DSP, with 56bit internal processing and double dynamics  
optimizes all the system components and electronics, providing  
maximum system efficiency and total protection whilst  
significantly and noticeably lowering distortion.  
 
Every box comes with different presets which include a basic  
full-range preset, various crossovers and a flat preset so that  
the user can adjust the parameters manually. Ethernet  
capabilities are also available which allow the user to see the  
input level signal, fan speed, power module temperature etc. 
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REAR PANEL 

FLYING BUMPER 
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MULTI FUNCTIONAL CABINETS 
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BLX-L118SWA 

COMPONENTS BLX-L118SWA 
 
Enclosure  
The  BLX-L118SWA cabinet is constructed from 13-ply premium birch 
plywood (18mm thickness) and finished with high-resistant water based 
black paint. 
 
Internal design 
The internal structure of the BLX-L118SWA is heavily braced for greater 
longevity and all parts are assembled on metal inserts with metric 
screws. The amplification modules & DSP are housed in a separate 
chamber to the drivers avoiding excessive heat & vibration, thus delivering 
greater efficiency and reliability.  
 
Rear panel 
The powder coated steel rear panel contains all connections and houses 
the BLX-118SWAs amplification modules and DSP, is easily accessible and 
housed separately from the drivers for increased reliability and efficiency.  
  
Grill 
The BLX-L118SWA has a heavy duty, powder coated front grille with a 
special acoustic rear fabric to protect the transducers against dust and dirt.  
 
Handles 
One ergonomic, die cast handle with firm internal grips is located on each 
side of the BLX-118SWA enclosure to facilitate transport, positioning and 
loading of the cabinets.   
 
Rigging 
Integrated flying plates are located on each side of the enclosure, to link 
the BLX-118SWA cabinets together or with the BLX-L112A cabinets.   
 
ACCESSORIES BLX-L118SWA 
 
BLX-BALL6 
Ball pin with thread for BLX-L112A and BLX-118SWA cabinets. 
 
BLX-L112/118/FL 
Flying frame for the BLX-L112A with a capacity for rigging of up to 
6 cabinets BLX-L112A or BLX-118SWA. 
 
BLX-118/CK 
Castor set (4pcs) to transport BLX-118SWA cabinet. 
 
BLX-118/NC 
Nylon protection cover for BLX-118SWA cabinet. 
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ACTIVE OMNI SUB BASS CABINET 

DIMENSIONS 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

BLX-L118SWA 

  Components LF: 18″, 4″ voice coil, Neodymiun magnet assembly 

  Frequency Range 30Hz – 140Hz (-10dB) 

  Frequency Response 35Hz – 125Hz (± 3dB) 

  Max SPL 132 dB 

  Coverage Angle Omnidirectional 

  Power Amplifier 1.400 W Class D with switching power supply & PFC 

  LF  Amplifier 1 x 1.400W 

  Processing 56 bit Boxxline dspb-22 

  Internal Controls 
Temperature –  

Fan speed – Online Control 

  Controll Connections Ethernet (OMS) optional / USB  

  AC Power 90 – 264V. 50/60 Hz with PFC 

  AC Connections 16A Neutrik PowerCON  TRUE1 with looping output 

  Finish High resistant water-based black paint 

  Material 18mm Premium birch plywood 

  Dimensions 556 x 632 x 696 mm (H x W x D)  

  Weight 45 Kg (99 lbs) 


